U =
I + iH I − iH =⇒ ||δU || 2 = 4tr I I + iH δH I I − iH δH [26] =⇒
and so on. Alternative representation is through generic complex matrix M [32, 33, 14] :
where S is auxiliary Hermitian matrix, used as Lagrange multiplier to impose the unitarity constraint on M . Below we often absorb i into S, what makes it anti-Hermitian, i.e. changes the contour of S-integration. More than that, sometime one can absorb a non-trivial matrix factor into S, what completely breaks its hermiticity, still for the integral this is often no more than an innocent change of integration contour.
In what follows we normalize the measure [dU ] so that [dU ] = 1, i.e. divide [dU ] by the volume V N of the unitary group. This volume can be calculated, for example, by orthogonal polynomial method, see s.3.9 in the first paper of ref. [4] , and it is somewhat sophisticated:
We also assume that the factor V −1
N is included into the definition of Hermitian matrix integrals.
Elementary unitary correlators in fundamental representation
With this normalization agreement and the symmetry properties one immediately gets:
It is clear from this example that the correlators with more entries become increasingly complicated and one needs a systematic approach to evaluate them. This approach is provided by the theory of BGW model [33] . Before proceeding to this subject in s.2.4 below, we note that these correlators are significantly simplified if we contract indices, i.e. consider the correlators of traces instead of particular matrix elements. Indeed, from (4) and (5) we get
and so on (the case of N = 1 in these formulas requires additional consideration, see below). Such colorless correlators are studied by the ordinary unitary-matrix model [26] . Note that unitary correlators in (5) possess a non-trivial N -dependence, with spurious poles at some integer values of N . This phenomenon is known as De Wit-t'Hooft anomaly [45] . Note also that in correlators of colorless quantities (6) these poles turn into peculiar non-singular corrections at the same values of N . [26] Partition function of the unitary matrix model is the generating function of correlators of colorless trace operators:
From the theory of unitary model
It was also considered in [25] . Note that U † = U −1 and conjugate U -matrices are represented here by negative powers of U . Virasoro constraints have the form [26]  
The use of these Virasoro relations is a little unusual: there is no shift of any time variable and formal series solution is directly in terms of t's, not of their ratio with some background values of time-variables, which label the choice of phase, say, in Hermitian model [9] . The analogue of the L 0 constraint states that
and requests that monomial items in Z U should have the form k t n k k with k≥1 kn k = k≥1 kn −k , i.e. allowed are t k t −k , t k t l t −k−l and so on, but not t k or t k t −k−l with l = 0. With this selection rule, the first few terms of Z U series are Z U = e N t0 1 + a 1|1 t 1 t −1 + a 2|2 t 2 t −2 + a 11|2 (t
They describe the correlators (6) , and are dictated by the lowest Virasoro constraints with n = ±1, ±2, but in somewhat non-trivial manner:
Similarly,
Virasoro constraints require that each bracket at the r.h.s. vanishes, and this implies that
. . .
Thus Virasoro constraints do not define coefficients α 2|2 , α 2|11 and α 11|11 unambiguously -at N = 1. In fact there is a single ambiguous parameter s in these three coefficients, and it can be fixed by direct evaluation of the correlators (6) at N = 1. Similarly, coefficients a with higher gradation level l = k≥0 kn k > 2 are not fully defined by Virasoro constraints at N = 1, . . . , l.
From the theory of BGW model [33]
Partition function of the BGW matrix model [41] is the generating function of all unitary correlators:
Obviously, Z BGW depends only on the eigenvalues of the matrix JJ † , i.e. on the time-variables t k = 1 k tr (JJ † ) k . The model has two essentially different phases, named Kontsevich and character phases in [33] , here we consider only the latter one, when Z BGW is a formal series in positive powers of t k . Virasoro constraints in this phase can be derived in the usual way: as Ward identities a la [23] , but in this particular case they can be alternatively considered as direct corollary of the identity U U † = I for unitary matrices, expressed in terms of t-variables. This identity implies that
are the usual discrete-Virasoro constraints of [19] , familiar from the theory of Hermitian model, only with n ≥ 1 instead of n ≥ −1 and with a modified r.h.s. at n = 1. Substituting a formal-series anzatz for Z BGW (t) into these Virasoro constraints one can iteratively reconstruct any particular coefficient, see s.3.2.1 of [33] :
and
The first two lines of this list reproduce eqs. (4) and (5).
2.5 De Wit-t'Hooft anomaly [45, 33] Remarkable feature of (18) In fact, DWH poles do not show up in correlators: numerators vanish at the same time as denominators, and singularity can be resolved by l'Hopitale rule. However, some care is needed. For example, in (5) one can consider
in accordance with (6) . However, if one first take traces in (5) , and then put N = 1, then one does not obtain (6):
Anomaly of this kind is familiar from experience with dimensional regularizations, where taking traces and putting dimension equal to particular value also are non-commuting operations.
2.6 BGW model in the M-theory of matrix models [42] As explained in [16] (see also [46] and [9] for preliminary results), partition function of every matrix model in every phase can be decomposed into elementary constituents, belonging to Kontsevich family of [21] . The most important building block is the original cubic Kontsevich tau-function τ K , while BGW tau-function, made from Z BGW in Kontsevich phase, appears to be the next-important one (for example, it arises, along with τ K , in decomposition of the complex matrix model. Both τ K and τ BGW satisfy the same continuous-Virasoro constraints of [23] , only with n ≥ −1 in the case of τ K and with n ≥ 0 in the case of τ BGW . Another, compensating, difference is that instead of the second time-variable in the case of τ K , for τ BGW shifted is the first time: this allows the smaller set of constraints to unambiguously defined the partition function. See [42] for many more details of this important construction.
Other correlators and representations
A slight modification of BGW model is to make the power of det S in (14) an additional free variable. In this way we get the celebrated Leutwyler-Smilga integral [47] ,
which plays important role in applications and is widely discussed in the literature. Another modification involves the change of representation: in (14) partition function is defined as generating the integrals over unitary matrices in the fundamental representation of dimension N of GL(N ), but one can instead consider an arbitrary representation R of dimension D R (N ). All correlators will be, of course, related to those in the fundamental representation, but in a somewhat non-trivial way, and they will be different. For example, instead of (4) in generic representation we have
Moreover, different representations are orthogonal in the sense that
An important way to handle this kind of generalization is through the comprehensive theory of character expansions. The origins of this theory are in the fundamental works of G.Frobenius and it is widely represented in modern theory, from pure mathematics to applied physics. As to references, the most we can do is to cite just a few basic textbooks [48] and just some related papers in the matrix-model literature [2, 3] . Our actual presentation will mostly follow [40] , while applications of character theory to BGW and IZ models in s.4 will be discussed along the lines of [32, 33] and [49] .
3 Basics of character calculus
Three definitions of characters
Character depends on representation R and on conjugation class of a group element, which can be represented through time-variables t 1 , t 2 , . . . or through auxiliary matrix (Miwa) variable X, accordingly we use two notations
Representations R of GL(∞) are labeled by Young diagrams, i.e. by ordered integer partitions R : λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ 0, of |R| -the number of boxes in the diagram, j λ j = |R|, all λ j are integers.
Time-variables form an infinite chain, which -if one likes -can be considered as eigenvalues of the infinite matrix from GL(∞). Miwa variables define an N -dimensional subspace in the space of time-variables, parameterized by the eigenvalues x i of an N × N matrix X, in the following way:
Here and below tr without additional indices denotes a trace of an N × N dimensional matrix, i.e. a trace in the first fundamental representation of GL(N ), associated with a single-box Young diagram R = 1 = 2. The same matrix X can be converted into arbitrary representation R of SL(N ), then we denote it by X (R) . While X can be actually considered as independent of N , i.e. defined as an element of GL(∞), with N just the number of non-vanishing eigenvalues, its conversion into X (R) actually depends on N , thus one should be a little more accurate with formulas, which involve X (R) . However, for many purposes the N -dependence enters only through dimensions D R of representations R of SL(N ), see eq. (30) below. In other words, while X (R) and D R essentially depend on N , if formulas are written in terms of these objects, N often does not show up. Accordingly we suppress label N in X (R) and D R .
There are three important definitions of characters:
• the first Weyl determinant formula
expressing χ R (t) through determinant of Shur polynomials, which are defined by
• the second Weyl determinant formula
where
Actually. like a Janus, these characters have two faces. They are actually characters of two very different universal groups: GL(∞) and S(∞), where S N is a group of permutations of N elements. Intimate relation between these two groups is already reflected in the definition of Miwa variables, expressing time-variables as symmetric functions of X-eigenvalues.
Important role in the character calculus is played by two additional functions: dimension of representations of SL(N ) and S N , associated with the Young diagram R:
Parameter d R is given by the hook formula:
and the ratio
Note that d R , obtained by division of dimension by N ! = |R|!, depends only on parameters λ i , while D R contains an additional explicit dependence on N . One more important fact is that determinant of a matrix, i.e. a product of all its eigenvalues, is also equal to a character in the totally antisymmetric representation
Moreover, integer powers of determinant are also characters:
Note that when rank(X) = N the time-variables t k with k > N are algebraic functions of those with k ≤ N , and, when restricted to this subspace, the characters with |R| > N also become algebraic functions of characters with |R| ≤ N .
Sum rules and orthogonality relations
Characters satisfy a number of "sum rules": certain sums over all representations (i.e. over all Young diagrams or over all ordered partitions) are equal to some distinguished quantity. So far the most important in applications were the following three sum rules:
Eq. (33) is a particular case of (34), because d R = χ R (δ k1 ). Eq. (35) is actually a character expansion of ItzyksonZuber integral, but it can be effectively used as a sum rule as well.
A very important role in the formalism of character theory is played by orthogonality relation:
Here one substitutes time-derivatives∂ k ≡
instead of t k in the arguments of χ R (t) -a polynomial of its variables. For example, see s.3.3,
and one can easily check that (36) works in these simple cases of |R| = 1, 2. It is also clear that orthogonality relation fails for |R| = |R ′ |.
Examples of characters
For illustrative purposes we list here the first few characters and some other relevant characteristics of the lowest representations R of GL and S groups.
Construction of X (R) from a given X is a little tricky. Actually, in explicit form eq. (26) is a relation for unitary matrices:
and relation is simple between A and A (R) : the n × n and D R × D R matrices, both expressed through the same set of parameters u a :
are generators of the GL(n) algebra in representation R, and R = 1 = 2 is the first fundamental representation.
For example, in the case of GL (2) A
and we have:
Note that:
• matrix A does not actually need to be anti-Hermitian, above relations are actually true for arbitrary A;
• normalization of the central U (1) generator includes a representation-dependent factor |R|;
• in general, for representation of the size r × r of GL (2) we have:
3.5 Characters and symmetric functions [32, 49] Many application of characters are based on the fact that they are symmetric functions (of eigenvalues x i of a matrix X), and simultaneously are eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of certain distinguished operators. In the space of symmetric functions there are three "obvious" sets of homogeneous generators:
Shur polynomials
and elementary symmetric polynomials
The corresponding three generating functions are
These three generating functions are related as follows:
The sets {t k }, {s k } and {σ k } are generators in the space of symmetric functions: any such function is a polylinear combination of generators. Linear bases are formed by products of these generators and are labeled by Young diagrams R. An obvious choice of basis is
In this way one can define the "R-power" of any semi-infinite sequence {p i }, not obligatory from the time-variables. Sometime we need the same basis with a different normalization:
Note that widetilde here is not exactly the same as tilde in orthogonality relation (36) .
A less trivial linear basis is provided by characters, made from the generators {s k } with the help of (23),
Motivation for this choice comes from the following expansion rule [49] :
which is related through the second Weyl formula (25) to the basic determinant expansion [32, 49] det ij k
which generalizes det(AB) = det A · det B from square to rectangular matrices. Indeed, with
. .) and with (25) substituted for χ R [X], the r.h.s. of (52) has exactly the same form as the r.h.s. of (53) . Therefore
with A(x) = ∞ k=0 A k x k and we deduce (52) from (53) . Note that summation limits are automatically adjusted in appropriate way.
3.6 Characters as eigenfunctions and eigenvalues [36, 38] Characters χ R [X] are the common eigenfunctions of the infinite set of commuting operatorsŴ (R) [38] . These operators are in one-to-one correspondence with the Young diagrams (ordered integer partitions) and are made from the GL generatorD ij = X ik ∂ ∂X jk in two steps: first define a semi-infinite sequence of commuting operatorŝ D k = : trD k : and then use the general rule (50) to introducê
Additional ingredient is the normal ordering, which implies that all X stand to the left of all ∂/∂X. According to [38] these operators form the center of universal enveloping algebra,
and characters are their eigenfunctionŝ
The corresponding eigenvalues ϕ R (∆) are in fact characters of symmetric group S, and they can be defined as the coefficients of χ R expansion in p-variables,
The sum here is over Young diagrams ∆ of the same size (number of boxes) as R. For |∆| > |R| these eigenvalues vanish, while for |∆| < |R| they are defined as
i.e. if ∆ does not contain 1 entries at all. In particular, for such ∆ we have ϕ R (∆) = ϕ R (∆, 1, . . . , 1
|R|−|∆|
). In other words, if ∆ contains exactly k unit entries, then
Important in applications is also inverse of (58):
Note that p ∆ appears at the l.h.s. instead of p ∆ at the r.h.s. of (58) . Note also that the both formulas are written in terms of p rather than t-variables, p k = kt k .
OperatorsŴ (R) and thus their eigenvalues form an interesting commutative associative algebra [38, 40] 
The theory of IZ integral
The very important application of character theory is the theory of Harish-Chandra-Itzykson-Zuber integral [43, 44] . As mentioned in the Introduction, it is the simplified version -or the main basic block -of the KazakovMigdal model [27] - [33] of lattice gluodynamics and, actually, of many other matrix-model-based approaches to non-perturbative dynamics of gauge theories with propagating (particle-like) degrees of freedom. It is also a nontrivial example of group integral, which satisfies the requirements of Duistermaat-Heckman theorem [50] and can be treated exactly by the methods, now known as localization technique (with Nekrasov's instanton calculus [55] in Seiberg-Witten theory [56] as one of its remarkable achievements). HCIZ integrals can be handled by a variety of methods, starting from the Ward identities of [44] . We present here the character-based approach [32, 49] and a closely related GKM-based technique of [29] - [33] , recently-revived in [14] and applied to the old (and still unsolved) problem of arbitrary correlators with the HCIZ weight [30, 31] .
Itzykson-Zuber integral and duality formula
IZ integral is a unitary integral with non-trivial weight of the special form:
It depends on the eigenvalues of two N × N matrices X and Y through the celebrated determinant formula [44] 
and ∆(Y ) are the two Van-der-Monde determinants. The standard way to derive (64) is to observe that J IZ depends only on the eigenvalues of X and Y and substitute a function of eigenvalues into the obvious Ward identities:
what reduces the problem to Calogero-Dunkl-like equations, since, for example,
when it acts on a function of eigenvalues. One can then check that (64) is indeed a solution. This method is rather tedious and the answer is in no way obvious, at least for people unfamiliar with Calogero-Dunkl equations and associated theory of "zonal spherical functions" [57] . Instead it has non-trivial generalizations, a recent one [58] is to the theory of integral discriminants: the homogeneous non-Gaussian integrals -an important branch of non-linear algebra [59] . Direct way from (63) to the answer (64) is provided by Duistermaat-Heckman approach [50] , which claims that an integral invariant under an action of a compact group and with appropriate relation between the classical action and quantum measure -conditions, which are trivially satisfied by the group-theoretical integral (63), -is exactly given by its full quasiclassical approximation: a sum over all extrema of the classical action:
As explained in s.3.2 of [5] , see also [14] , the equations of motion for the action tr XU Y U † ,
after a unitary transformation which makes X and Y diagonal have any permutation matrix, U = P , as their solution (more solutions arise when some eigenvalues of X or Y coincide, but this does not affect the answer). Then Duistermaat-Heckman theorem (67) implies that
where Van-der-Monde determinants arise from the pre-exponential factor and the sign factor (−) P naturally arises from the square root and distinguishes the contributions of minima and maxima to the quasiclassical sum. Dusitermaat-Heckman method, known also as localization technique, got a variety of applications since it was first discovered in the study of HCIZ integrals. A new promising application should be to the 3-algebras and associated BLG theory [60] , where this is still the only available direct approach to defining a substitute of matrix modelssince no direct counterpart of matrices is yet known for 3-algebras.
Of certain importance is also the following representation of (63) as a Hermitian-matrix integral [29, 33, 14] . Immediately from the definition (63) we get:
One can easily convert to the basis where, say, Y is diagonal, Y = diag{y k }. Then [14] −→ e tr SX dS
where determinants and traces are now over N × N matrices and arrow transition results from the change of variables S → SX (which implies a change of integration contour over S). The last step is transition to eigenvalues of S, with angular integration given again by the same Itzykson-Zuber integral. According to [14] this duality relation provides an effective recursion in the size N of the unitary matrix.
Character expansion of the HCIZ integral
From character calculus we can immediately derive an alternative formula, called character expansion: making use of (33) one can express e tr Ψ with Ψ ≡ XU Y U † as a linear combination of characters, e tr Ψ (33) = R d R χ R (Ψ) and after that substitute the average of character over the unitary group:
Thus
This elementary but powerful formula can be found, for example, in [49] and -with erroneously omitted d R -factor -in [3] . For its recent application to exact evaluation of correlators in Gaussian Hermitian model see the last papers in ref. [17] . Similarly one obtains a character expansion in a more sophisticated case, with two terms in the exponent, known as (generalized) Berezin-Karpelevich integral [51, 49] :
because, as a consequence of (22) we have, in addition to
For applications to two-matrix models see, for example, [3] . Representation (64) follows from (73) if one expresses characters at the r.h.s. through the eigenvalues with the help of the second Weyl formula (25):
since, as a particular case of (53),
for A(x) = k a k x k , see [49] . Similarly from (74) we obtain another celebrated formula [51, 49] :
This is a kind of a transcendental generalization of the IZ integral.
Reductions to BGW model and Leutwyler-Smilga integral
Similar character expansions exist, of course, in the simpler case of BGW model. However, since integral (14) contains two items in the exponent, it is in fact closer to the transcendental Berezin-Karpelevich integral, than to the IZ integral. Instead of (74) we get for (14):
To make the next step [49] we now need not only (30) but also the hook formula (29):
where J 2 i are eigenvalues of Hermitian matrix JJ † and the Bessel function
Leutwyler-Smilga integral (20) can be handled in the same way, but one should make use of appropriate generalization of (33) and (29):
From this formula we get [47, 49] 
4.4 Correlators of Ψ-variable in IZ integral [40] Character expansion allows one to evaluate arbitrary correlators of traces of Ψ = XU Y U † and its powers in IZ integral.
For
of the size |∆| = k δ k = m mα m we have from (61):
Instead of (73) we can now write
Note that sum over n is actually traded for the sum over all R, then only the contribution with n = |R| − |∆| is picked up from the sum over n. If ∆ does not contain any unit entries, then z ∆+(|R|−|∆|)·1 = (|R| − |∆|)! z ∆ and this sophisticated formula simplifies a little:
As a byproduct of this calculation we obtain a possible proof of (57) [40] . For this purpose we act with the operatorŴ
and now it remains to substitute (72) for J IZ at the l.h.s. and (85) for the average at the r.h.s. Picking up the coefficient in front of
in sums over R at both sides we obtain:
The last equality is trivially true when ∆ does not contain unit entries, 1 / ∈ ∆, since in this case z
. Coming back to (85), it provides a character expansion for generic correlator of Ψ-traces. Of course, this is only a half-stuff formula: an analogue of the transformation (76) is still needed to convert it into a more explicit expression. Unfortunately, in any case the correlators of Ψ-traces are not the most general ones needed in HCIZ theory, and evaluation of other correlators remains an unsolved, underestimated and under-investigated problem to which we devote a separate short section.
Pair correlator in HCIZ theory
Evaluation of unitary integrals with HCIZ measure became an important scientific problem since the appearance of Kazakov-Migdal model [27] of lattice gluodynamics and was originally addressed in [29] and [30, 31] . Given the Duistermaat-Heckman nature of HCIZ integral (69) [5, 14] , this problem is also a natural chapter in development of "localization" techniques and BRST-like approaches [50] - [57] . Of course, the problem is also related to generic studies of non-Gaussian integrals in the theory of integral discriminants [58] , which is an important part of the newly emergent field of non-linear algebra [59] . Unfortunately, the subject of HCIZ correlators is still underestimated and remains poorly investigated -not a big surprise, given the lack of knowledge about the ordinary unitary integrals, overviewed in s.2 above. Still, the interest is returning to this field, in particular the relatively recent papers [14] provide a new confirmation and serious extension of the old result of [30] . This section provides nothing more than a sketchy review of the present state of affairs.
Correlators can be in principle evaluated directly -by choosing one's favorite parametrization of unitary matrices and explicitly evaluating all the N 2 integrals. A clever and convenient parametrization [31] makes use of GelfandZeitlin variables, which are unconstrained (free), it also arises naturally in recursive procedure in N of [14] , which starts from duality relation (71). Though seemingly natural, this approach does not provide any general formulas, at least in any straightforward way. As usual, a more practical approach is the "stringy" one [53] -that of the generating functions.
The generating function of interest in HCIZ theory is
-as direct generalization of (70) and (71). Integral over M is Gaussian and Wick theorem is applicable, non-trivial part is evaluation of the S integral. In can be interesting to include also the Leutwyler-Smilga factor (det U ) ν into the integrand, but -as we saw in s.4.3 -this leads to non-trivial modifications. Unfortunately not much is known about this function even at ν = 0. There are no serious obstacles for going beyond the first non-trivial correlator U ij U † kl IZ , still it remains the only well-studied example. This pair correlator simplifies considerably if we consider it in the basis where X and Y are both diagonalthen [29] 
According to [30] , in this basis the generating function
. . . . . .
This sophisticated formula was transformed in [14] into a more elegant form:
where matrix E is defined as E ij = e xiyj . According to this residue formula one should pick up the coefficients in
in the sum
over permutations. The first term det E in (92) does not contribute to the residue. There will be two different kinds of distributions: one for permutations P with the property j = P (i) and another -for all other permutations:
In particular, for N = 1 we have a single term of the first kind and M 11 = e x1y1 . For N = 2 the terms of both types contribute: 
what is exactly the same as (91), where just the first two terms survive at the r.h.s. for N = 2. Of course,
In general, equivalence of (91) and (92) follows from the fact that for a i = 1/(u − x i ) the determinants in the numerator in (91) turns into
-simply because the numerator should have dimension n(n − 1)/2 and be antisymmetric in all x i k . Therefore (91) implies that
Note that taking a limit to (4) in this formula is a somewhat tricky exercise -this is not a big surprise, since even J IZ (X, Y = 0) = 1 is not a fully obvious corollary of eq.(64). Much simpler is to check that (97) is consistent with j |U ij | 2 = 1, i.e. that j M ij = J IZ for any i. Indeed,
A character decomposition of pair correlator can be easily obtained similarly to eq.(72), provided one knows appropriate generalization of (21) and (22) , namely
-a generalization of (5) to arbitrary representations. Actually, the case when R ′ is the fundamental representation would be enough for decomposition of (91).
Like HCIZ integral itself, the pair correlator satisfies a kind of duality relation -a direct generalization of (71): from
it follows, after the change of integration matrix-variable S −→ XS and after diagonalization of X and S that
Similar relations can be straightforwardly deduced from (89) for higher correlators in HCIZ theory. For generalizations to other simple Lie groups see, for example, [7] and [14] .
U(2) example
To illustrate the use of duality relations we demonstrate explicitly how (101) is satisfied by (91) and (92) in the simplest non-trivial case of N = 2. We begin with an even simpler story: duality relation (71) at N = 1. The statement is simply that e xy = e xs ds s − y
and it is clear that integral should be understood as taken around the pole at s = y. For N = 2 the same (71) becomes slightly more involved: 
For N = 2, the calculation is much longer. We present it only for one particular (out of four) non-vanishing correlator (95),
12 y 2
12
(1 − x 12 y 12 )e x1y1+x2y2 − e x1y2+x2y1
With the help of the same tricks as in (103) we can write the r.h.s. of (101) To simplify analysis of these formulas we underline the terms, which come from the double pole at s 1 = y 1 and produce derivatives of the integrand over s 1 . Non-vanishing are contributions from the two other poles, from (s 1 , s 2 ) = (y 2 , y 1 ): (103). Similarly, the sum of the second and fifth line reproduce M 12 , while that of the the second and fourth lines should -and does -vanish. Furthermore, in the limit x, y −→ 0 expressions (107) turn into (5), though, as we already mentioned, this limit is not very easy to take: even in this simple situation (N = 2) exponents should be expanded up to the third order in their arguments.
Actually, this last criterium considerably restricts the possible form of the 2m-point correlator: 
where P (t) = m k=0 P k t k and Q(t) = m k=0 Q k t k are polynomials of t = x 12 y 12 = (x 1 − x 2 )(y 1 − y 2 ) of degree m. Then the condition that this expression is non-singular at t = 0 implies that
i.e. P (t) is fully defined for a given Q(t). The choice of Q(t) depends on the correlator. In particular, 
It is clear from this example that generalization of (91) and (92) to 4-point and higher correlators should be straightforward, still it remains to be found.
